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General rules of conduct:
Please observe the smoking ban. Photographing and filming prohibited. Entering of storage, pilot plant station and laboratory areas only permitted in company of UMSICHT staff members.

BY CAR
Coming from Nuremberg (Nürnberg) A6
Exit Sulzbach-Rosenberg (no. 64,) follow Staatsstrasse 2164 for about 10 kilometers towards Sulzbach-Rosenberg. Before coming to Sulzbach-Rosenberg take the B85 towards Amberg, after about 4 kilometers follow the signs »ATZ/Gründerzentrum« or »UMSICHT-ATZ« respectively.

Coming from Amberg
Leave Amberg on the B84 towards Sulzbach-Rosenberg. After approximately 5 kilometers follow the signs »ATZ/Gründerzentrum« or »UMSICHT-ATZ« respectively.

BY RAIL
Take the Regional-Express to Nuremberg-Schwandorf (Nürnberg-Schwandorf) and get off at Sulzbach-Rosenberg. Take the bus no. 26 towards Prohof and get off at the stop »Fraunhofer-Institut«.

BY PLANE AND TRAIN
At the airport take the U2 towards Nürnberg/Central Station at the airport. Change to the Regional-Express to Nuremberg-Schwandorf (Nürnberg-Schwandorf) and get off at Sulzbach-Rosenberg. Take the bus no. 26 towards Prohof and get off at the stop »Fraunhofer-Institut«.